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comnoedia observatis, Breslau, 1909.) On the whole, however, M. Legrand 
has courageously undertaken and successfully initiated a study of the 
dramatic technique of the New Comedy. 

In his third section the author proves without serious difficulty that 
the comedies are innocent of any moral purpose: they are meant to 
amuse, not instruct. They are not, or rather were not, demoralizing-- ' 
sa fagon, la com6die nouvelle a Wt6 prude." On this theme M. Legrand 
and Professor Mahaffy may be left to an amicable interview. Our 
author's discussion is sane. In his attempt to analyze the sources of 
comic effect M. Legrand is seldom more than suggestive; here a deeper 
study of ancient notions of the comic, a comparison of the ancient theory 
with Plautus and Terence, an intelligent study of the plays apart from 
ancient theory to determine the elements of comic effect, must precede 
any such description as the author gives us. He is only groping in the 
dark; he accumulates examples without increasing our appreciation of 
the humorous elements. Similarly in the chapters on pathetic effects he 
is skimming the surface. 

The book is indispensable to the general student of literary history 
and of literary technique as the only essay of any magnitude in this im- 
portant field of the New Comedy. To the special student of the period 
and of the literary type it makes a strong appeal because of the material 
collected in the notes, the stimulating suggestions in the text, and above 
all because it brings out clearly large relations in the right perspective; 
but it is in almost no respect definitive. 

HENRY W. PRESCOTT 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

Poetae Latini Minores. Post Aemilium Baehrens iterum recen- 
suit FRIDERICUS VOLLMER. Volumen I: "Appendix Ver- 

giliana." Leipzig: Teubner, 1910. Pp. viii+208. 

Jugendverse und Heimatpoesie Vergils: Erkclarutng des Cata- 
lepton. Von THEODOR BIRT. Leipzig und Berlini: B. G. 
Teubner, 1910. Pp. 198. 

The revision of Baehrens' unsatisfactory work will be a great boon. 
Vollmer plans to omit the poems of Cicero and Germanicus, and the 
Anthology, but will add Dracontius and Merobaud. The initial volume 
follows the editor's theory of the text as set forth recently in the Sitz- 
ungsberichte of the Munich Academy. Any such theory in the case of 
the Vergilian appendix must be a subject of controversy, but the result- 
ant text is as conservative as is consistent with intelligibility. The 
editor has used the new material available, apparently inspecting manu- 
scripts or photographic facsimiles. His apparatus is much richer than 
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Baehrens' but not greatly increased in bulk, thanks to the omission of 
needless detail. In a brief notice it is impossible to estimate a text of 
the Vergilian Appendix because the problems involved differ in the 
various poems or groups of poems. The Culex may suggest some 
characteristics of the volume: here the result closely approximates the 
text of Leo, and this means that we have a conservative and intelligible 
text. There are occasional departures from Leo's text; a characteristic 
one is the choice of levet (93), the reading of the Excerpta, in place of 
liget, expressed or implied in all the other documents. Here the editor 
is indulging his theory: because the text of the Excerpta represents the 
fons purissimus, all other evidence is rejected. But does not liget 
lantguentia (corpora somno) reveal a poet's sensitiveness to sound- 
effects, and levet languentia corpora somno the half-informed student's 
emendation-"half -informed" because he did not know vi7rvos . ... 7rea 
of Moschus (Europa 4; cf. Soph. Ajax 676)? In general, considering 
all the difficulties, Vollmer has represented, I think, the "common sense" 
of scholars remarkably well. A comparison with the text of Ellis or of 
Curcio discloses at once the sanity of the latest editor. Why, however, 
should the Ciris, as a result of the famous controversy, be accompanied 
by parallel references to Vergil, Catullus, and others, while in the other 
poems equally obvious connections with the same poets are almost 
never noted? 

In the interpretation of the Vergilian Appendix there is a perceptible 
drift toward granting the authenticity of many of the poems. Birt's 
view is that the Catalepton alone is genuine. There is little internal 
evidence to interfere with the genuineness of the poems in this small 
corpus. Birt, however, emphasizes a bit of external evidence: the poems 
(including the Priapea, "for 'he maintains that the appearance, in the 
inferior manuscripts, of the title Catalepton before the Priapea is not 
an accident) are of just the right compass to constitute a libellus. The 
unity of this little corpus is sustained by the epigram (XV), which serves 
as epilogue and which, Birt thinks, is the work of one of Vergil's literary 
executors, the editor of the libellus. We must demur that the epigram 
is a very frigid composition for such a warm friend as Varius or Tucca to 
write; it smacks of the grammarian. This, however, must not be pressed, 
for there are parallels to such commonplaceness. But to call it "fein 
und massvoll" simply prejudices us against the critic's taste. Having 
once established the unity and genuineness of the Catalepton, Birt pro- 
ceeds to reject IX as spurious, and for reasons about as valid as those 
which he denies are sufficient to prove the spuriousness of other poems 
in the corpus. How did it get into this corpus of genuine poems? Birt 
answers that "diese starken vergilischen Entlehnungen" deceived the 
editor of the Catalepton. We admit that we are as easily deceived as 
Varius or Tucca. 
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The interpretation of the poems is as difficult as it is tempting. Birt 
is often ingenious and occasionally convincing, but in general we feel 
that the editor's hand is rather heavy for poems that require the delicate 
touch of the master-critic. Farmers are not lazy in Roman literature; so 
we must call them ignari, not ignavi (Priapea i. 4); but if Priapus is 
afraid they may burn him up instead of looking elsewhere for firewood, 
there seems to be good reason why he should call them lazy rather than 
ignorant. Can we accept de qua of the manuscripts (Catal. i) if it in- 
volves taking venit in vss. 1 and 3 in different senses ? But we admit 
that the generally accepted Delia is a poor emendation, for it offers no 
reasonable explanation of the corruption. Seldom do Birt's changes in 
thc text seem plausible; namque quatenus (ii. 2) is boldly made into 
amputatus et, although the correlation between quatenus and ita (vs. 5) 
seems natural and essential. Is this a case of quatenus = quomodo, a 
usage of late Latin, instead of a causal quatenus as Buecheler thinks? 
And is this late Latin simply a generalizing of earlier provincial or popu- 
lar usage? In his attempt to refer patria putlsus in exilium (iii. 8) to 
the burial of Alexander in Egypt instead of to his death in Babylon, 
Birt seems not to feel the difficulty in the tense of the participle 
(corruit . . . . pulsus . . . . ). Is the phrase candidum genus dicendi 
in a treatise on rhetoric sufficient warrant for Birt's offering (iv. 10) 
Clio tam Graece candida non loquitutr (MSS nam certe) in the sense 
"Clio does not speak Greek so intelligibly (tam candida) as you do"? 
The manuscript reading is easier to understand than such Latin as this. 
Even if sidera (ix. 45) may stand, why refuse frigora on the ground that 
winter campaigns are unuisual? They may have been, but military cam- 
paigns (in elegy) seem to carry soldiers rather frequently to Alpinas 
.. . .nives et frigora Rheni, and to such a degree that cold weather 
and military service are synonymous. A further discussion of the book 
would only result in emphasizing the reviewer's failure to appreciate 
Birt's efforts to explain these poems. To his view that the poems are 
the early work of Vergil we are altogether willing to assent, and we are 
grateful to him for the material that he has Lathered for the interpreta- 
tion. But his text and his understanding of the details excite constant 
opposition -a wholesome result. 

HENRY W. PRESCOTT 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

Eine Jiithrasliturgie. Erliutert von Albrecht Dieterich. Zweite 
Auflage. Leipzig und Berlin: Teubner, 1910. Pp. x + 248. 

In this revision of Dieterich's important study Richard WuXnsch has 
given us the text and translation of the liturgy, pp. 1-23, the explanatory 
notes, pp. 23-91, and the four preliminary studies of certain widely 
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